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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the results of theoretical research and real condition experiments which were conducted 

with the purpose of detennining the influence of the open goods wagon running gear characteristic parameter 
deviations from their nominal values on the wheel and rail wear. The experimental results has confirmed the 
reliability of conclusions made on the basis of modelling. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The problems of wheel and rail wear were important for the railway transport at 
every stage of its existence. First of all, it is connected with the fact that the area of 
wheel and rail contact endures rather intensive force actions as well as elastic and non
elastic relative motions. Depending· on the wheel lateral displacements in relation to a 
rail and on the acting forces, the contact between a non-worn wheel and a rail can take 
place at one point on the wheel rolling surface (one-point contact), at two points which 
are on the wheel rolling surface and the wheel flange (two-point contact) or, for the 
worn wheels and rails, it can be in a number of points (multi-point contact). It is quite 
natural for wheels to have the ·wear on treads which transmits considerable vertical 
forces and has considerable slidings with respect to rails in curves and especially in the 
case of braking and traction power realization. But since the middle of the 1980s on 
the USSR railways the locomotive and wagon wheel flange wear, as well as rail head 
side surface wear have sharply increased and it became one of the topical problems on 
railway transport. It is interesting to note that the flange wear increase is accompanied 
by the· tread wear decrease. As an example we can present the data abcut the repair of 
passenger car wheelsets in one of the car depots in Ukraine for the period from 1989 to 
1995 (Fig. 1). 

The plots' in Fig.1 confirm rather exactly the above mentioned tendencies in wear 
changes in recent years. 

2. A MATHEMAT!CAL MODEL 

For the study of the effect of freight car running gear state on wheel and rail wear a 
mathematical model of the forced vibrations of the system «wagon-track» is used in 
which the inertial and elastic-dissipative track properties are taken into account in 
vertical and horizontal planes according to the hypothesis of V.Z. Vlasov, and the real 
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irregularities [ l -4] are also taken into account. The motion of an open goods wagon 
with standard bogies of model 18- l 00 is considered henceforth. 

% 
60 
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Fig. 1. The change (in%) of deviations in a number of wheelsets which came into 
repair because of the thread wear (line l) and of the flange wear (line 2) with respect 

to the total number ofwheelsets which came into repair for the period 1989-1995. 

The computational scheme of the system includes eleven solid bodies (a car body, 
two bolsters four side-frames, four wheelsets) with elastic dissipative connections 
between them. It is adopted for generality that the wagon has a double springing (the 
spasers are set between axle-boxes and bogie side-frames). 

The following relative motions are assumed to take place : 
- yaw and rolling of bolsters relative to a car body; 
- all linear and angular in a horizontal plane displacements (yaw) between bolsters 

and side-frames, and also b.etween side-frames and wheelsets; 
- vertical and lateral displacements of wheels relative to the track. 

On wheel and rail contact the pseudosliding forces appear which were determined 
according to the Carter' s theory taking into account for physical and geometrical non
linearities. 

Henceforth x, y, z denote the body centre of mass displacements along the 
corresponding axes, and e, qJ, If/ denote the body rotation angles relative to principal 
central axes of inertia; the analogous bolster displacements are marked by index ? (? = 
l , 2 - a number of a bogie), side-frame displacements - by index fij (j = l - the left 
side,} = 2 - the right side of a wagon), wheel set displacements - by index kim (m = l , 
2 - a number of a wheel set in the bogie ), rail displacements at the points of contact 
with wheels - by index pimj (the displacements of rail lines are assumed only in two 
directions - along the axes y and z) ; wheel displacements are marked by index imj. 

Besides, it is adopted that there is no side-frame rolling, and the angles of wheel 
set-rotation with respect to a y-axis are determined without taking into account the 
wheel crippage. 

It is also adopted that all the wheels move without separation from rails, so vertical 
displacements of the rails are equal to 

Z pim j = Z imj + /),, r imj - 11 Bitnj ; 

y imj = y kim - r im e kim - y pim; - 11 r imj . 
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Here Y;ny are horizontal wheel displacements relative to rails ; !'!fimJ = f ( Y imj ) are 

wheel rolling circle radius changes; T/vimJ .T/himJ are current ordinates of vertical and 
horizontal irregularities; 21 is a car base; h is the height of a car body centre of mass 
above the plane of bolster resting on elastic elements; 'im is the im-th wheel rolling 
circle radius; 2b2 is the distance between wheel rolling circles. 

Twenty four coupling equations have been derived according to the given 
assumptions. The system has 58 degrees of freedom. Linear and angular body 
displacements are taken as a system of generalized coordinates. 

Relative body displacements are expressed through the generalized coordinates in 
the following way: 

- body - bolsters: 

during yaw .d'lf; = 111- I//; (i = 1, 2); 
(3) 

during rolling L16l; = e- 6l; (i = 1, 2). 

- bolsters - side-frames in longitudinal, lateral, vertical directions and yaw 
respectively (2b is the distance in lateral direction between the axles of spring 
assemblies) : 

Llcxij = X -(- lY b 'I/ ; - Xrij 

LlcyiJ = y - (- 1} /I// - he - y fij , 

Ll0 ,ii = z + (- 1} hp+ (- 1}1 h@; - Zrii 

l':!..c I/Iii = 'If; - 'l'fiJ ( i, j = 1, 2) 

(4) 

- side-frames - wheel sets in longitudinal, lateral, vertical directions and yaw 
respectively (211 is a bogie base, 2b1 - is the distance in lateral direction between the 
axles of axleboxes): 

Lll'ximj = Xrij - x kim + (- 1Y h1'1/ kim' 

Llfyimj = Yrij - (- l)m /11// fij - Ykim • 

Ll!Zimj = Zrij + (- l)m /l<pfij - z kim - {- l)J b/9/cim' 

Llf\ldmJ = 'I/ fij - 'I/ kim • (j ,m • J = 1,2 } 

- wheels - rails in longitudinal and lateral directions 

ximj = xkim - (- 1)1 h2'1/ kim ' 

Y ;mJ = Y kim - rimgkim -ypimJ - T/himJ' (i,m,J = l,2} 

(5) 

(6) 

Wheels crippage on rails in longitudinal (ex) and horizontal ( t;,) directions takes 
place in the track plane which are expressed respectively as 

[( )
j b 2 \jJ kim !'!fimj ] J [ . . · ] 

E ximj = - - J V +----;;:- • E yimj = V Ykim - Ypimj - 'im0 kim - \jf kim · (7) 
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The tangent frictional forces Tx and Ty were detennined from these wheel crippage 

(8) 

Here FximJ , Fyinif are the coefficients of pseudosliding in the directions along (along the 
x axis) and across (along the y axis) the axis of the track which are detennined by the 
formula 

F =F = fimj · h = fimj 
rimj yimj ~( 2 2 ) ' imj p J ' J+himj&imj imj T 

(9) 

where the coefficient f;,,y depending on the total wheel pressure on rail PimJ is 
detennined as in [3 , 4] in such a way: 

fimj = 235P;mj -2 ,4P;~j +O,OIP;!j. (10) 

The forces S acting between the wagon bodies having similar indices were 
detennined from the relative motions (3) - (5). 

Differential equations of space vibrations of a «wagon - track>> system are presented 
by a system (11): 

2 2 

mx +m,(x, +xi}+ L:L:sc:.xij = 0, 
i = l j=l 

2 2 

mji + m,(Y, + ji2 )+ L: L: s cyij = o , 
i = I J= l 

2 2 

mi +mi{i, + i 2 )+ L L;S0 ,!i - (m + 2m, )g = 0 , 
i = l j = I 

2 2 2 2 2 

IJJ+ L;Mi -2M0 - m,(Y, + ji2 "yi +b1 L;L;(-1Y scij -hL;L;(-1Y scyij = o, 
i = I i = I j = l i= I j = I 

2 2 2 2 

!/p+1y1(;p1 +;pi}+mi{x, +xi}ti+mi{i, -i2 y +hL;L;s""ij +tL;L;(- 1Y s 0,ij =o , 
i = I j = l i= I J= l 

2 2 2 2 2 

l ,V/ +m,(Y, - Y2 }'-IL: L:(- 1Y scyij + L;Sy.; +bJT LL (-1Y scij signA\fA = 0 , 
i = l j = l i = I i = l J= I 

2 2 

1jJi - M i -b1 L;(-1Y s 0ij +bL;(-1Y s 0,ij = o, 
j=I j=I 

2 2 2 

l ,,V/; + L;S0 \lf!i -bL;(-1Y Sc:.x!i -S\lfi -bJT L;S0!isigni'J. \lf; = 0, 
j=I j=I j=I 

2 

mrxr!i - Serif + L;su;.,i = O, 
m= I 

2 

mfjif!i -Scyij + LScyimj = 0 , ( 11) 
m=I 

2 

mfifij - Sczij + L;Sfzimj -mfg= 0, 
m= l 

2 

l fy ipfij +t,L;(-1)'" Sfzimj= O, 
i= I 
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2 2 

I rz Vrij -ScVJiJ - l, LSryijm + LSc\l' imJ = 0, 
m= l m= l 

.. !0x~m 2 
( ) 

mkxkim+--2--LTximJ +SfximJ =0, 
r J= I 

2 2 

mkjikij -2:(TyimJ + SfyimJ+ Lf'(yimJ~fzimJ = 0, 
j= I J=I 

2 2 

mkikim - 2:Srz;m1 + LSrzimJ -mkg = 0, 
J=I J=l 

Jxk ijkim -bl ± (- 1)' S fzimj + ± [(- 1)' b2 -1:f'&imJ~Bzimj + r ±ryimj = 0 , 
J=I j=l J=l 

2 2 2 
I zkV kim + b, L (- 1)' s fximj - L SB\/' imj + b2 L (- l)' Tximj = 0, 

J=l J=l j=l 

mp jipimj + Y im}+ s fyimj - f'&imj ~Bzimj = 0, (i, m, j = 1, 2). 

In the equations (11) the interaction forces are equal to: 

SBzimj = m zi pimj + x k zi pimj + kzz pimj , 

s By imj = m yji pimj + x k yY pimj + k zY pimj, 

where m"' my k"' ky iµ-e the given track parameters; x is a coefficient characterizing the 
dissipation in the base. 

The equations (11) describe the wagor motion along a straight track section. In the 
case of curved section it is necessary to use the coordinates in a stationary system 

qa = q + qe, (12) 

where q, qe are coordinates in relative and transferable motion, the latter (and their 
derivatives) are determined by a curve equation. In such a case the additions in 
expressions for relative horizontal lateral displacement appear 

~ fyimf = Y fij - (-1 )m / / If fij - Y kim - k; / i , 
(13) 

( Y k 2 
~ .. = y- -1 /11r - h0 - y .. - -'!.... / 

CJ") Y' fy 2 • 

Here k0 is the curvature of a curve. 

Expressions for the longitudinal wheel crippages on rails (7) are also to be changed 

t:ximf = - [(-1)1 b21fV. /dm + Llrimf (- 1)1 b2k o] . (14) 
rimj 

Terms with the second time ·derivatives also appear in equations for the lateral play 
of all bodies, they are centrifugal forces on curves. 
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Since the biggest side wear appears wit.11 a two-point contact [5], so in the paper the 
description of the second phase of the contact after the clearance in the gauge is taken 
up, i.e. after the fulfilment of conditions 

~Y~p•m1 = (-1Y~kim -Ypim1 - (i;m +&-n)ekim - 77i,;m1 - (- 1y o};;~ o , ( 15) 

where L'.lr0 is the increment of wheel radius from a middle rolling circle to a flange ; Ci is 
half a railway gauge. 

It was assumed that by Carter' s theory the forces of pseudosliding also appear on 
the side surface of flange . They are summed up with the corresponding forces on the 
tread. The vertical wheel pressure on rail is redistributed from tread (index «k») on a 
flange (index «fl») with increasing the wheel pressure on rail (the contact in a 
horizontal plane is modelled by a linear spring). The tread wear is usually determined 
[6] according to the following formula 

W kimj = ~(I',dmj t: rimJ + (T yimj t: yinif Y , ( 16) 

that is essentially the linear work of friction forces. 

By analogy the wear of flange surface is determined in the paper as 

( 

n n J2 n n T yimj t: yimf 
w flimj = (r JOm} t:rimj y + 2 

cos an ' 
(I 7) 

where a 0 is the angle between side surface of the wheel flange and horizontal plane. 
Mr. V.A. Litwin has developed the software for computer modelling in accordance 

with this model. 

3. THE RESULTS OF NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT 

By means of modelling it was studied the influence of deviations from nominal 
sizes of the following parameters of an open goods wagon running gears on the 
coefficient of wheel flange wear: 

- the difference in wheel diameters for the same wheelset, the wheel sets of the same 
bogie and the wheelsets of different bogies; 

- longitudinal and lateral clearances between axle-boxes and slides of sideframes; 
- wheelset misalignment in the bogie; 
- lateral wheelset displacement relative to longitudinal axis ; 
- lateral bogie displacement relative to a car body. 

The calculations have demonstrated the following. 
The wheelset flange wear is considerably influenced by the lateral displacement of 

wheelset Ll? relative to longitudinal bogie axis . So, with the value L'.l? equal to 4 mm 
while running in a curve with radius 600 m at speed 20 m/sec the coefficient of flange 
wear increases almost 1.5 times. 

The wheelset misalignment connected with the difference in side-frame bases, 
depending on the position of curve ' s curvature centre relative to the direction of 
vehicle running, can either increase or decrease the value of the angle of attack of the 
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first wheelset on an external rail in a curve. The misalignment's influence on the wear 
is most essential in the case when it favours the increasing of the angle of attack. With 
the tum in the plan of each wheelset on the angle 5· 10-4 rad that corresponds to the 
difference of side-frame bases 2 mm with car running in a curve with radius 600 m at 
speed 20 mis, the coefficient of wear increases by 15 %. 

The difference in wheel diameters of the same wheelset results in increasing of 
wheel flanges wear. So, with car running in a curve with radius 600 m at speed 20 mis 
the increasing of coefficient of wear by 20 % and 30 % corresponds to the wheel 
diameter difference of 1 and 2 mm respectively. 

Lateral bogie displacement relative to a body, caused by the lateral displacement of 
the pivot unit has a relatively little effect. E.g., in a case of lateral displacement of the 
pivot relative to a longitudinal body axis by 8.5 mm while car running in a curve with 
a radius 600 m at speed 20 ml sec the coefficient of wear increases by I 0 %. 

The decrease of longitudinal and lateral clearances in axle-boxes has practically no 
influence on the value of flange wear coefficient until the clearances become small 
enough (longitudinal clearance is 3.5 mm, lateral one is 2.5 mm). With further 
clearance decrease the wear rises sharply. Thus, during car running in a curve with the 
radius of 600 m and speed of 20 mlsec with longitudinal clearances decrease from 3.5 
to 1.5 mm and lateral clearances decrease from 2.5 to 0.5 mm, the flange wear 
coefficient increases J..8 times. 

The increase of difference in wheel diameters for different wheel sets in a bogie till 
20 mm and wheelsets of different bogies till 40 mm does not canse an evident rise of 
the wear coefficients. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 

The estimation of freight cars wear coefficients was also performed in experiments 
under natural conditions. The aim of experiment was two fold . First to obtain 
experimentally the wear coefficients and nlues characterizing the loading of wheel
rail contact. Secondly, to verify the reliability of the mathematical model of freight car 
forced vibrations considered above. 

The direct measurement of wheel and rails wear characteristics during natural tests 
performance is difficult. Therefore, the experimental - theoretical method is used to 
determine the wear coefficients. At the first stage a number of values to be important 
from the point of view of wear was determined during the experiment. At the second 
stage wear coefficients were determined by the calculation method from the dynamic 
values during the first stage experiments. 

ln the experimental part like in the theoretical calculations, wear coefficients were 
determined by the value of work-due to frictional forces acting along the surface of the 
wheel flange and the rail head contact. To determine this work, a well-known 
expression for the wear coefficient was used [ 6] <P = Ya, where Y is a directive force, 
a is an angle of attack of a wheel on a rail. Taking into account that in deriving the 
above mentioned expression, the momentary radius of the contact point on the flange 
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was taken as equal to «incidence» b (or prelimination) of the contact point relative to 
vertical plane of the wheel set simmetry, it was corrected so that momentary radius 

p = .J b2 + 12 
, where b is an incidence of a contact point, t is a vertical displacement of 

the contact point on the flange relative to contact point on tread. Then, the expression 
for work due to frictional forces D.? at the contact point on the flange corresponding to 
wheel rotation on angle D.cp, takes the following form 

M = µYJ1 2 +(tga · tgj3·r)2 ·D.<p, 

where r is a wheel radius; j3 is a pitch angle of working flange swface to the horizon 
(for car wheels f3 = 60°); µis a friction coefficient during the flange sliding along the 
side swface of a rail head. 

For adopted values t = 0.01 m, r = 0.475 m, tga = a; tgf3 = 1.73, µ = 0.25 the work 
is 

M = 0,25Y ,J 10-4 + 0,68a 2 
• D.<p. 

Taking into account that D.cp = D.5{, the frictional forces work referred to the passed 

distance M (the wear coefficient D. W) is 

D.W = Y O,l5 ~10-4 + 0,68a 2 = 0,53Y ~ 10-4 + 0,68a 2 
. (18) 

r 
In this formula a directive force Y and an angle of attack are to be determined. A 

guide force can be determined from the relationship 

Y = HP + Ty1 + Ty2, 

where HP is the frame force measured directly during experimental runnings; Ty1 and 
Ty2 are projections of friction forces between rolling swfaces and rail heads under 
wheel set rotation in horizontal plane on horizontal lateral axis in the process of fitting 
relative to the pole of rotation. These forces can be determined from the relationship 

X1 
T = ,,p 1· = 1,2 (19) y1 ,...., i1 I 2 2 , 

"\}X1 +s 

where P1J is the vertical load from left (j = I) and right (j = 2) wheel (in the direction 
of test car running) of wheel set; x 1 is the pole distance for the leading wheel set. 

In such a case, as far as a bogie frame is composed and there is incidence of side
frames, it is necessary to determine the pole distance of wheel set which is x 1 = aR, 
where R is curve radius. Then 

~I=~; ~(aR)2 + S2 

(aR)2 
(20) 

Here s is half a distance between rolling circles of wheel set in the middle position (s = 

0.79 m). Vertical loads Pli can be determined from the test data by the following 
relationships: 

- for right curve, when the left wheel flanges 
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p = p + M11b4 -M12b3 . 
n " 2s ' (21) 

- for left curve, when the right wheel flanges 

(22) 

where Pst is the static load from the wheel of the first wheelset on rail 
~+h ~+h 

b4 =--
2

- =b1 +s=l.81m, b43 =--
2
-=0.225m ; (23) 

M 11 and M 12 are dynamic additions of vertical loads, which have an effect on left 
and right axle-boxes of the first wheelset. 

Angle of attack a was determined from the following relationships: 
- for right curve 

a - f + a -( + X11 - X12 ) · . 
rt - R If/ c 2b ' 

- for left curve 

. £+a ( X11 - X12) a =--+ "' +---
lf R · .,,. 2b ' 

(24) 

(25) 

where 2.t and 2b are base of body and base of bogies respectively (2.t = 8.66 m, 2b = 

1.85 m); I/If is a yaw angle of a bolster designated as positive if the bolster rotates 
clockwise relative to body (for right curve I/If > 0, for left curve If! f < O); x 11 and x 12 are 
longitudinal displacements of left and right axle-boxes of the first wheel set relative to 
their side-frames designated as positive in the direction of car motion. 

It was adopted that the wear coefficient is not equal to zero, if a > 0 and Y > 0 that 
holds when HP + Ty1 + Ty2 > 0. 

Thus, according to this techniques for wear coefficient determination on the base of 
test data in the process of tests it is necessary to measure the following quantities: 
frame force HP, dynamic additions of vertical forces acting on wheelset axle-boxes, 
angle of ya\\' of bolster relative to the body of that bogie where the measuring wheel set 
is situated, longitudinal displacements of axle-boxes of measuring wheel relative to 
side-frame. 

The mean value· of coefficient of wear while running on the sections with length L 
= n!3..t is 

W =!:_°"W M=!:.._°" tiW LL.... , nL.... . (26) 

Processing of records was performed only for sections of the track with constant 
radius curves R300 = 300 m and R 600 = 600 m, taking into account their lengths L300 and 
L600 . The time of recording in curves R 1 = 300 m and R2 = 600 m is determined 
respectively as 
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L 300 T =-
300 v , (27) 

Number of ordinates n under digitization of processes with the frequency of 
quantization ro: 

L 
n = -ro v . (28) 

Usually the frequency of quantization ism = 100 Hz. 

Completely loaded open goods wagon on standard bogies (model 18-100) were 
used for tests. The following deviations were implemented in the test cars for 
determining the effects of running gears size deviations from the nominal ones in the 
process of testin.g on wear coefficients: 

a) diameter difference of one wheelset was 3 mm; b) diameter difference of 
wheel sets in a bogie was 20 mm; c) diameter difference of wheel sets from different 
bogies was 40 mm; d) base difference of bogie side-frames including total longitudinal 
clearances between axle-boxes and guide (16 mm) was 6 mm; e) with the base 
difference mentioned above the total longitudinal clearance of axle-boxes in guides of 
side frames was 3 mm. As a reference-wagon a wagon with minimal runillng size 
deviations from the nominal ones was tested. 

The pivot units and sliders surfaces of support were tested while being lubricated 
and non-lubricated. The experiments were conducted in curves of 300 and 600 metres 
in radius with the train having the test wagons. 

The tests resulted in the increase of coefficient of wear with the increase of wagon 
speed and curve radius decrease. Wheelset misalignment corresponding to the base 
difference of the side-frames 6 mm, realised during the test, essentially influences the 
increase of the coefficient of wear with the minimum considered total longitudinal 
clearance of axle-boxes (3 mm). In this case the coefficient of wear under the motion 
of a wagon in curve with the radius of 300 mm and speed rate 10 ... 20 m/sec increases 
about 40% as compared to the data obtained for the reference wagon. It is necessary to 
note that the value of side base differences, adopted in the tests was three times as 
much as the maximum admissible after the car repair in a depot. 

Diameters inequality of the wheels of a wheelset also results in the essential 
increase of flange wear. For instance, with the difference of diameters in 3 mm while 
runillng on the curve with the radius of 300 m and speed 20 mis, realized in the test, 
the flange coefficient of wear was 40 % more than that for the reference car. 

The tests show that there are no appreciable changes of the coefficient of wear 
under the diameter differences of wheel sets in a bogie as mich as 20 mm and the 
diameter differences of wheel sets of different bogies equal to 40 mm. 

The analysis of these data shows that the results of the test in real conditions 
correspond the results of theoretical calculations. 

It is necessary to note that the pivot lubrication do not practically affect the 
coefficient of wear during the running of cars in curve with radius 300 m in speed 
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range 10 ... 15 m/sec. However under the high speeds the lubrication of pivots 
decreases coefficient of wear (under the speed 20 mis approximately by 25 ... 30%). 

While the cars running in curve with radius 600 m the decrease of coefficient of 
wear is observed after the pivot lubrication even at lower speeds and reached 
20 ... 25 %. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Wheel and rail wear is considered to depend on many reasons including 
constructive peculiarities of the track as well as rolling stock running gears. But it is 
affected more by wheel and rail conditions in the process of operation. 

On the whole the present paper describes the changes of wheel and rail wear being 
affected by one of the parameters. However the wear is generally depends on the set of 
parameters characterizing the conditions of rolling stock running gears. That's why the 
minimization of wheel and rail wear must be solved as multiparameter problem at 
further stages of research. 

Great investigations on exposure of reasons of intensive wheel and rail wear were 
conducted. But this problem not considered to be completed because of its many-sided 
characier. Not only the theoretical research but also the specially arranged tests in real 
conditions should be continued. 
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